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Perusal Information



Synopsis

The Tale of Miss Beatrix Potter tells the story of one of the world’s
most beloved children's authors and how her books came to be. It is a
musical full of whimsy which travels between reality and the fantasy
world Beatrix created. Throughout the musical, we meet Annie
Moore’s family who inspired Potter’s creations, as well as the
curmudgeonly Farmer McGregor, warm but firm Mother Bunny, a
host of characters including witty rabbits, heroic sparrows, and
country critters, and finally, the publishers who foolishly rejected her
and her first book. 

Discover the story of a young, tenacious woman who wouldn’t take
“no” for an answer, and created the most delightful animal characters
in all of children’s literature - and learn that you can achieve
ANYTHING if you have a good friend and you hold onto your dreams.

Online Production

This musical was originally written for stage then adapted and work-
shopped for virtual theatre during the summer of 2020. For virtual
performance, songs may be assigned as solos for actors to perform
live. Alternatively, songs may be pre-recorded and edited together for
ensemble numbers. Any changes beyond what is stated as approved
in the script and this perusal packet must be approved by the
playwright and/or composer.



Beatrix Potter | female, 30’s, serious and direct, caring toward children

and animals

Annie Moore | female, 30’s, serious and direct, Beatrix’s best friend and

former governess

Noel Moore | male, Annie Moore’s eldest son 5 yrs (in scene 2); 13 yrs (in

scene 5)  

Marjorie Moore | female, Annie Moore’s daughter 

Eric | male, Annie Moore’s son 

Norah | female, Annie Moore’s daughter 

Winifred | female, Annie Moore’s daughter 

Joan | female, Annie Moore’s daughter 

Hilda | female, Annie Moore’s daughter 

Publishers (up to 4) | older male characters, assertive and aloof 

Publisher’s Assistant | male or female

Mrs. Rabbit | female, mother of Peter, Flopsy, Mopsy, and Cottontail 

Peter | male, mischievous

Flopsy | gender-neutral, adventurous and energetic 

Mopsy | gender-neutral, caring and mature

Cottontail | gender-neutral, hesitant and young

Mr. McGregor | male, grumpy farmer

2 Garden Animals  | age, gender, and species-neutral, witty buskers 

Sparrows (up to 5) | birds, age and gender-neutral, caring and brave 

Tittlemouse | age and gender-neutral, quiet and easily startled

Character Breakdown

This play allows for flexible casting with as few as 8 roles with
dual casting and up to 28 roles plus ensemble for a larger cast.
All characters can be played by a person of any gender. 



Pricing Information

Virtual Theatre Production 

Coaching & Directing 

Note: Digital scripts cannot be shared or distributed without
permission. A cast quantity of digital scripts will need to be
purchased to grant rights to share the script with the cast and
crew.

Includes Performance Rights, Score, Accompaniment and Vocal
Track Recordings, Marketing Materials, Virtual Backgrounds, and
Scene Overlay Images
$100 minimum for first 2 performances 
$50 per additional performance

The Tale of Miss Beatrix Potter | One Act Script - $10 per Digital Copy

The Tale of Miss Beatrix Potter | Performance Royalty Rate

$500 for up to 10 hours of one-on-one virtual coaching
$1050 each for Direction and/or Music Direction (based on 30-hour
rehearsal calendar)
$500 for Technical and Streaming Management (based on 20-
hour tech production schedule)

If you are in need of assistance with producing a virtual theatre
production, we offer one-on-one coaching, with instruction on the
techniques and technology used during the virtual premier of this
production. Direction and tech support is also available to help your
creative team.



Perusal Script & Music Samples

A perusal script and sample recordings are available in order to assist
you in the play selection process.  Perusals are full copies of the script
available in PDF format. Sample recordings are short clips of the
music to get a feel for the songs and vocal ranges. Purchase of a
perusal package does not grant license for production. 

 Perusal Packet Pricing | $10 Package

Click here to order 

The Tale of Miss Beatrix Potter | Perusal Packet

Ready to order scripts and produce this musical?

Please fill out our Production Licensing Application

If you have any additional questions about this production

please feel free to reach out to us. 

Contact the Playwright & Composer
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